Ethical Style
Hand-glazed hard paste porcelain in a stoneware look

#Handicrafts #Authenticity #Unique #CeramicLook #NaturalColours #Hygge #Cosiness #Coorie

Frankfurt, February 2020

After the Danish Hygge trend, the Scottish idea of a comfortable lifestyle moves into the living trends of the new 20s. “Coorie” is the name of the British concept, which combines authentic materials such as stone, wood and cast iron with dark, warm colours, lush patterns and heavy fabrics. Contemporary shapes meet traditional handicrafts. The hand-glazed porcelain collection Homestyle in the popular stoneware look fits perfectly into this cozy ambience.

Each item is unique, hand-glazed with love and shows individual structures. With a little luck, you can even discover the handprints of KAHLA’s glazing experts. A fresh colour tone complements the naturally looking programme. The new cream-white glaze has irregular speckles that appear when the porcelain is fired. They give the dishes the unique look of natural cotton.

Siena Red, Atlantic Blue, Desert Sand and Natural Cotton form an unbeatable quartet full of passion, authenticity and quality. Behind the ceramic façade, there is still the durable hard paste porcelain from KAHLA. Professional hosts also appreciate the resilience, the attractive price and the extensive assortment of Homestyle. Numerous multifunctional bowls and plates offer space for popular bowl dishes and the contemporary Levante cuisine.
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The brand KAHLA stands for multifunctional porcelain "Made in Germany", which has received over 100 prestigious design awards. Based in Kahla in Thuringia, the family-owned enterprise, which employs around 250 people, exports its products for private homes, the restaurant sector and advertising clients to 60 countries in the world. The innovative product design is guided by the demands and living and life style habits in the society of today. The brand owes its international reputation and its business success to its courage to embrace innovation – from unconventional design concepts over the sustainability strategy "KAHLA pro Eco" to the use of ever new progressive technologies.